Abstract Peer-to-peer systems are important Internet applications. A major portion of Internet traffic belongs to such applications. Flooding search is a basic search scheme for unstructured peer-to-peer networks, where a node must send a query message to all its neighbors when seeking a file (in a file sharing situation). Flooding has no knowledge about network topology and files distribution, thus it offers an attractive method for file discovery in dynamic and evolving networks. Although pure flooding can achieve high coverage but it produces exponentially redundant messages in each hop. Consequently, the growth of redundant messages limits system scalability and causes unnecessary traffic in networks. Besides, flooding has no opportunity to get an advantage of node diversity of participating in unstructured P2P networks.
Introduction
By starting Napster, file sharing becomes a popular application of the peer-to-peer (P2P) paradigm over the Internet. To date, a major portion of traffic over the Internet is attributed to file sharing, a trend that is likely to increase exponentially. Most of the current research focus is to alleviate such large volumes of traffic through finding more suitable file sharing solutions [1] [2] [3] [4] [5] . The main process for file sharing is the content location or resource discovery. Searching for resources in peer-to-peer networks is one of the most challenging issues that researchers have faced since the emergence of Napster.
There are many searching schemes for peer-to-peer networks proposed by various researchers. We can classify them into two basic categories: searching for structured and unstructured peer-to-peer networks [6] . A structured peer-to-peer system is established through connections between the peers and central servers, such as Napster [7] and SLP [8] , which support all applications. The drawback of searching in a structured or centralized peer-to-peer network is its vulnerability and single point failures. However, our main focus is on unstructured peer-to-peer searching.
There are many decentralized peer-to-peer systems such as Gnutella2 [9] , KaZaa [10] , and BitTorrent [11] . These systems omit the centralized directory and employ floodingbase searching techniques [12] . Flooding search has some well-known merits: low latency, maximum scope or coverage, high reliability, and determinism to return result. However, despite all its merits, it produces too many redundant messages, and a huge traffic overloads, which in turn limits the system's scalability.
The current study attempts to develop and improve the flooding search technique. The improved technique reduces redundant messages and alleviates traffic and network overload. This technique minimizes the searching cost and maximizes the efficiency in peer-to-peer networks. To accomplish this approach, we have developed HybridFlood. The algorithm is divided into two steps. In the first step, it follows the flooding with a limited number of Time-To-Live (TTL) hops. In the second step, nosey nodes are selected in each searching horizon. A nosey node is a node, which has the most links to its immediate neighbors. The main responsibility of these nosey nodes is to keep an index of all their neighbors' entire data. This is to trace each query to ensure that it is sent to the exact peer's address. Integrating these two steps decreases the most redundant messages and increases the rate of searching traffic in peer-to-peer networks.
This paper covers analytical studies for flooding and HybridFlood. The analytical results provided the best threshold point of hop for optimum coverage growth rate and redundant messages in flooding. It also proved in HybridFlood broadcasting messages are cut down at least an order of magnitude. Thus, the proposed algorithm extends the search efficiency by reducing redundant messages in each hop. The simulation experiments validated analytical results.
The rest of this paper is organized into six sections: Sect. 2 reviews related work. Section 3 investigate flooding across hops. Section 4 describes the HybridFlood searching algorithm. Section 5 performance evaluations, and Sect. 6 presents the conclusion.
Related work
Researchers have classified peer-to-peer searching into two categories: uninformed and informed searching techniques. Nodes in uninformed search hold no information related to topology or resource location. However, in informed or guided search [13] , nodes have some information, which can assist to facilitate the search (for example, [14] ). Our searching scheme belongs to the uninformed category. Thus, we will review literature related to this category. The well known uninformed searching technique is flooding. Flooding search is based on Breadth First Search (BFS) of the overlay graph. Flooding scheme has significant merits such as simple algorithm, large coverage, high reliability, moderate latency, and deterministic results.
Most of the searching schemes in the peer-to-peer network exploit the flooding scheme to gain these merits. However, despite these merits, they produce huge overshooting messages. Indeed, flooding is not efficient since it causes severe interference and sometimes broadcasts storms [15] . The shortcoming, problems and analytical comparison for flooding-based search techniques in unstructured P2P networks studied in [12] .
Researchers have attempted to alleviate these overshooting messages and improve acceptable versions of flooding. Many alternative schemes have been proposed to address this problem. Expanding Ring (ER) and Iterative Deepening (ID) are the pioneer choices of these endeavors. These techniques confine searching scope by limiting Time-ToLive (TTL) value. Although these schemes mitigate loads and traffic, they still produce many duplicate messages and give no guarantee of successful queries [16] .
Random Walk [16] reduces overshooting messages. The main policy behind Random Walk is to randomly choose only one peer from the immediate neighbors. In this scheme, no nodes are visited more than once, so it gains minimum search cost, loads, and traffic. Despite these merits, it is almost non-deterministic, non-reliable, and has high variable performance. To overcome Random Walk's faults, there is an extended version of Random Walk in literature, which is called Random Breadth-First-Search (RBFS) [17] or Modified-Breadth-First-Search (MBFS) [18] or Teeming [19] . In this scheme, at each step, the node propagates the query messages only to a random subset of its neighbors. Each node in the search tree may have between 0 and d children. Although when compared to flooding, the overshooting messages dramatically decrease, the algorithm is probabilistic and a query might not reach some large network segments [20] .
Many other endeavors attempted to improve the flooding scheme by modifying its algorithm. Some of these attempts implement a hierarchical structure and use super peers [21] . Gnuttela2 [9] and KaZaa/FastTrack [6, 18] are based on the hierarchical structure. These techniques divide peers into two groups: super peers and leaf peers. Super peer acts as a server who receives queries from its clients or other super peers. First, they check their clients. If the resource is found, then they reply to the requester peers. Otherwise, they send queries to other super peers. Clearly, this technique reduces traffic and improves the search efficiency. However, the main drawback of this approach is its vulnerability to single point failure and the limitation of the number of clients supported by each super peer.
There is a substantial number of research attempts that used analytical techniques to investigate different aspects of modified flooding schemes in unstructured P2P networks. Rossano Gaeta and et al. in [22] [23] [24] [25] [26] used an analytical approach to investigate different problems that occur when searching through unstructured P2P networks. They used Generated Random Graphs (GRGs) as a unique framework for modeling overlay network topologies, and applied Generated Functions (GFs) for to express their relational functions.
Although [22] has estimated the average number of messages sent throughout P2P networks, and the probability that a query is successful, but the distribution of resources into nodes and the replication policy are not clear. Rossano Gaeta and et al. in [23] estimated two more metrics to propose generalization probabilistic flooding search strategy. Even though they follow the same discipline in [24] [25] [26] for their analytical approach, they recommend exploiting the heterogeneity of P2P-based applications. Another analytical work is done by Lusi Rodero-Merion and et al. in [27] . They performs analytical techniques to improve the random walk search method. Their model focuses on estimating the expected average time of the random walk by applying the network queuing theory.
There are some other attempts to alleviate the negative aspects of flooding algorithm. Rongmei Zhang and et al. in [28] combined two logical overlays. Search is performed in an unstructured overlay that forms the "search" overlay, and the index is implemented as a structured overlay that forms the "index" overlay. Although this method improves search speed, designing this protocol is costly. Christos Gkantsidis and et al. in [29] combined flooding with random walk, look ahead, and replication. They use locally maintained network information, and also normalized flooding as the base technologies. Their work shows how to use the maintained network information to improve search performance.
In this research we will use the terms "peer" and "node" interchangeably. Table 1 contains a summary of the notations we will use.
Flooding across hops
Flooding conducted in a hop-by-hop fashion. By increasing of hops, it gains new peers, and generates more messages. Part of these messages is redundant messages. This section investigated the trend of coverage growth rate and redundant messages in flooding.
Trend of coverage growth rate in flooding
Assume an overlay network as a Random Graph G n,p . Each node is represented as a peer, and they are connected to each other by edges. The degree of each peer represents the number of its immediate neighbors. Assume that the graph has n nodes with the average degree d, suppose d is greater than 3 the number of messages broadcasting from each peer in hop i as given in [30] , is:
Thus, the total messages broadcasting up to hop t is equal to:
Loop nodes or cyclic paths are grouping of nodes linked together as a ring fashion. In Gnutella and other internet topology, there are many cyclic paths. If there are no cyclic paths [31] or loop nodes in the topology, then the total number of new peers visited so far is equal to:
Thus, to observe the coverage growth rate of messages [1] in hop t:
Thus, the coverage growth rate of messages is equal to:
By simplifying Eq. (5):
For investigating the trend of coverage growth rate in each hop assume that:
Therefore, Eq. (7) can be represented as:
By simplifying Eq. (9):
The discrete derivative of a function f (n), with respect to n, define as:
Thus, derivative of CGR t with respect to t, lead to:
The value of Δ t (CGR t ) is always negative (because A is greater than 1).
Lemma 1 If the derivative Δ t (CGR t ) of a discrete function CGR t satisfies Δ t (CGR t ) < 0 (negative) on an interval t ∈ {a, . . . , b}, then CGR t is decreasing on {a, . . . , b}.
Proof A discrete function CGR t is said to be decreasing, if for any
Thus, Eq. (10) is always in descending order. By increasing the value of t (hops), the value of CGR t decreases, hence the maximum value of CGR t is visited in second hop. Therefore, we can show that:
Trend of redundant messages in flooding
Redundant messages in each topology are generated by loop nodes. A loop is a grouping of nodes linked together in a ring fashion. In Gnutella and other Internet topology, there are too many loop nodes.
Assume that there is a loop in each hop of the defined topology, and that loop is started from second hop.
By considering a loop, the number of new peers in the third hop is:
The number of new peers in the fourth hop by considering a loop is:
Thus, the number of new peers in hop t becomes:
Obviously, there are more loops in each topology. This is the minimum number of loops that is being considered here. The number of redundant messages can be defined as the difference between the number of messages and the number of new peers visited in hop t.
Thus:
By simplifying Eq. (19):
Clearly, the total number of redundant messages generated up to hop t is:
The derivative of Eq. (20) refer to (11) can be shown as:
The value of Eq. (22) is always positive.
Lemma 2 If the derivative Δ t (R t ) of a discrete function
Proof A discrete function R t is said to be increasing, if
Thus, Eq. (20) is always in ascending order. By increasing the value of t (hops), the value of R t increases. Hence, the minimum value of R t is visited in second hop. We can show that:
We have examined this fact with sample topology, which is generated by BRITE (topology generator) [32] for 500 sample peers. Figures 1 and 2 represented the coverage growth rate of messages and the percentage of number of redundant messages in each hop. These observations show that pure flooding is efficient only in low-hops. 
HybridFlood search design
Flooding search has one essential problem: while faced with high aggregate query rate, nodes become overloaded and system closes down to function satisfactorily. Furthermore, this problem gets worse as the size of the system increases. Our main idea behind HybridFlood search is to enhance the flooding search that can handle much higher aggregate query rate, and to function well with increasing system size. To achieve this scalability, our HybridFlood integrated flooding and super peer searching schemes to cope with this problem. HybridFlood is designed in two steps: first, in low-hops, it processes flooding to benefit the high coverage growth rate of messages (13) and low redundant messages (23) . Second, in high-hops, when there are too many redundant messages and low coverage growth rate of messages, it does not follow the flooding algorithm. Instead, it starts selecting nosey nodes as super peers to get the advantage of heterogeneity of capabilities across peers. These super peers provide good scalability, opportunity to take advantage of node heterogeneity, and high routing efficiency.
To assist our discussion, we presented the field's format of peers, source peers, nosey nodes and query messages. 
Fields format in peers
Each peer has unique id, which is stored in its P.ID field. There is a field in peers such as P.CM, which stores file names and documents, which the peer likes to share. A list of the ids of all immediate neighbors of the peer is saved in P.NI. When a query visits a peer, its id saved in P.TR. The peer's departure and arrival are recorded in P.ST. Figure 3 presents fields that are assumed in a peer.
Fields format in source peer
The source peer is a typical peer, which publish a query(s). This kind of peer creates two extra fields for saving the query(s) and the nosey node(s) information. Thus when a peer becomes a source it establishes two new fields, called S.TB and S.NT.
Thus, when a peer begins to publish a query it first selects an array field in S.TB for each query. In the selected row, it stores a query id and the maximum number of queries that must be found. It stores them respectively in ID and MAX cells of the selected row. In the selected row of the S.TB there are also other cells for storing the total numbers of found, not found, and redundant messages of the specific query. The second field S.NT is also an array, which stores information about nosey nodes. It saves the id and hop count of each nosey node, which is created by the source peer. Figure 4 shows the fields that are assumed in a source peer. At the same time, it is possible that a source peer acts as an ordinary peer for other source peers.
• Source peer consist of following fields Figure 5 provides the fields that are assumed in a query.
• Query message consist of following fields 
Fields format in nosey node
The nosey node of any selected peer is the node among its immediate neighbors that has the highest number of links. The procedure for selecting nosey nodes is explained by detail in Sect. 2, the nosey node acts as a super-peer. This kind of peer has three extra fields NN.CT, NN.TA, and NN.RD for storing their client's information that of the reserved nosey nodes. All indices of files that clients like to share are saved in the NN.CT field. The ids of clients are stored in NN.TA, and the id of the reserved nosey nodes is saved in NN.RD. Figure 6 presents the fields that are assumed in a nosey node.
• Nosey node consist of following fields 
First step algorithm
Flooding started with a source peer (S k ) with a query message (Q m ). Suppose its time-to-live is(TTL F ) and the maximum number of find is MAX. Algorithm 1 explains flooding procedure when the query message encounter with a typical peer.
Second step of HybridFlood search
At this step, HybridFlood begins with the last peers, which have been visited in the first step {LP 1 , LP 2 , . . . , LP n }. These peers dispersed uniformly across the overlay network. In this step every last peer is picked its relevant nosey node, and collect its meta data and then start processing second step of HybridFlood search. This section describes precisely nosey nodes selection, indexing procedure in nosey node; nosey node overlay network, redundancy nosey node, searching procedure in second step, and discussion about nosey node.
Nosey node selection
For selecting nosey nodes; each last peer (e.g. LP i ) checked its immediate neighbors, which were not queried before and called them as valid neighbors (Valid.P i ). Then from these valid neighbors it selected a neighbor with the most links. This selected neighbor called as a nosey node (NN i ). The high-degree nodes actually have more pointers to a large number of files and hence will be more likely to have an answer that matches the query. Each nosey node related to at least one specific source node such as (S i ). It may be a possible one nosey node is related to more than one source node. The nosey node exploited its heterogeneity by introducing two level hierarchies of peers. These nosey nodes, arrange an independent sub-topology within existing P2P network. Nosey nodes operated as super peers. They act as a centralized server to a subset of its clients. Figure 8 illustrates the nosey nodes selection in second step.
Each nosey nodes connect to its clients and caches the addresses of their files. Nosey nodes have two responsibilities: first they collect data index of their clients, and second they answer behalf of their clients for query(s). Algorithm 2 explains the algorithm which select nosey nodes.
Nosey nodes created three more fields for storing information about their indices, clients, and reserved nosey node (NN.CT, NN.TA, and NN.RD). Nosey nodes collect its meta 
NT).
Based on our algorithm each client could be linked to more than one nosey node. Thus, if one nosey node failed, the clients may be connected to other nosey nodes, this improved system reliability and fault tolerance. To guarantee the reliability, we purpose a redundancy nosey node, which explained in Sect. 1.
At the same time, it is possible a nosey node operated as an ordinary peer for other source peers.
Indexing procedure in nosey node
After selecting each nosey node in the region, the nosey node then makes up an index table, which indices all the files of their clients. Algorithm 3 illustrate how each nosy nodes select its clients. After each nosy nodes select its clients, then it collect its meta data. This meta data contains the names and addresses of the files which belong to their clients. Algorithm 4 explain procedure of collecting index data from clients.
In order to maintain this index, when a client joins, leaves or updates its data, it sends new meta data to the selected nosey node. Algorithm 5 explain: Policy of refreshing indices of nosey node.
Nosey node overlay network
Nosey nodes construct a secondary overlay, as a super-peer overlay. It is similar to the original P2P overlay except that it is completely composed of the nosey nodes created in each round. Nosey nodes with the same hop count numbers from specific source peers link and construct a nosey node overlay. These nosey nodes have multiple roles: first, they are or- dinary peers in the original overlay. Second, they are superpeers in the secondary overlay; where they act as a centralized server for their subset of clients. Clients submit queries to them and receive results from them.
Nosey node redundancy
The main problem in a hierarchical structure is its single point failure. When the nosey node fails or leaves, all its clients become disconnected. To provide reliability, we propose a redundancy nosey node in each cluster. The redundancy nosey node is a node which has more links in the cluster. Indeed, if the main nosey node leaves or fails, this redundancy nosey node acts as the main nosey node.
Searching algorithm in the second step of the HybridFlood
When queries reach in the last nodes of the first step, and the maximum number of found is not satisfied, indeed the search process in the first step has been finished. Our HybridFlood scheme marked these nodes as starting points for second step of search. The search procedure in this step initiates by replacing the time-to-live value of each query in marked peers with second time-to-live value (Q.TL = TTL S ). Then the search continues simultaneously from this group of peers who are randomly and uniformly located in P2P networks. This procedure carries on in following two steps until its time-to-live value is valid, or it got the enough number of found messages.
First, the TTL value of each query in marked nodes is decremented by one. Then the query is forwarded to the new nosey nodes' overlay. The search in this step follows to super peer's searching discipline. Query checked the index field of each nosey node in the new overlay, if found, then it returns the address of relevant client(s) and increment by one number of found messages, otherwise, it an increment by one number of missed messages.
Second, all cluster nodes of all entire nosey nodes become last nodes in this step. Thus, each of these nodes is operated same as a last node in the first step. Thus, again each of these last nodes selects new nosey nodes, collect their meta data, and begin for new search. This scheme obviously decreases more traffic and load from networks and increases the efficiency and quality of the search. Algorithm 6 explain, searching algorithm in the second step of HybridFlood.
Analytical study in the second step of HybridFlood
This section compares the number of messages broadcasting in the same hops for flooding and second step of Hy- bridFlood search. In the second step of HybridFlood, messages are broadcasting in alternate hops. Assume HybridFlood search in second step begins in hop (h): thus, the number of messages broadcasting in this hop is equal to zero because it selecting nosey nodes. However, in the next hop the number of message broadcasting is equal to:
Thus, the number of messages broadcast from this hop to hop t is equal to:
In the same hops, the number of messages broadcast in flooding is equal to:
By simplifying Eq. (27) :
With respect to Eqs. (28) and (29), can conclude:
Equation (30) proves that our HybridFlood search in the second step cuts down the number of message propagated by at least an order of magnitude compared with flooding.
Discussion about nosey nodes
Those nodes reached on the last hop of the first step TTL F = 0 become kernels, from which nosey nodes are initiated in the second step. Nosey nodes are selected at little cost by using local information. Each kernel only uses local information. It checks its immediate neighbors for their degree and selects the node that has the highest degree and calls it a nosey node. In this fully autonomous and highly dynamic network, only local information can be inexpensively available. Nosey nodes a have high degree and a large number of files and hence will be more likely to contain an answer that matches the query. In addition, nosey nodes maintain the index of their immediate neighbors which improves its accountability. Its cache requires only negligible memory and has no overhead to network. The nosey nodes are selected after limited hops of flooding. Thus, the kernels of nosey nodes are dispersed randomly and uniformly across the network. Therefore, the coverage of nosey nodes in the network is considerable. Nosey nodes decrease the number of messages broadcast in the second step by an order of magnitude. Thus, it significantly decreases the network traffic and improves the search efficiency.
Performance evaluation
The main goal of this evaluation is to compare HybridFlood with flooding and expanding ring. HybridFlood is implemented in two steps. In the first step, it performs M hops by flooding, and in the second step, it continues N hops by choosing nosey nodes in each hop.
Hence, there are two interesting questions which must be investigated by (M, N ) arrangement.
1. What is the effect of increasing or decreasing M in the performance of HybridFlood? 2. How does the redundancy nosey node impact the searching efficiency?
Performance metrics
We used four metrics for evaluation purposes:
1. Queries success rate 2. Number of redundant messages 3. Number of latency 4. Coverage rate of new nodes
In [33] , the queries success rate is defined as the probability that a query is successful. Thus, the fraction of the number of results found per total packet broadcasted is the queries success rate. This metric evaluates the efficiency and quality of the search algorithm. As much as this metric improves the quality, the efficiency of the search also improves. When a multiple message with the same message id is sending to peer by its multiple neighbors, all except for the first message, are considering as a redundant message. The redundant messages are absolute overhead. They increase the peer processing in the network, while without enlarging the propagation scope. This metric represents the rate of system scalability. As much as the number of redundant message increases, the scalability of the system decreases as it causes many loads and traffic for the system. Latency is measured of time delay experienced in a system. Latency is the time from the source sending a packet to the destination and vice versa. Latency can be measured as a number of rounds of flooding required to discover the target [34] . This metric is used to measure the search algorithm efficiency, because the enhanced algorithm should effectively limit the search latency.
The last metric is the coverage rate of new nodes. This metric measures the quality of the searching algorithm. As far as this metric improves, searching quality improves.
Network topology
To perform this evaluation, we used Gnutella's topology collected during the first six months of 2001, which was provided by Clip 2 Distributed Search Solution [35] . The name of this topology is T1, and it consists of 42822 nodes. The average degree of T1 is 3.4 and the average 2-hop neighbor's peer is 34.1.
We set the replication ratio as 0.01, since there were more than 40,000 nodes. The resources were copied uniformly in more than 400 nodes. Each search was for 1000 results. Simulations were performed 20 times for 50 different nodes.
The effect of increasing or decreasing of M in first step of HybridFlood
For evaluation, we compared HybridFlood with the flooding, and expanding ring algorithms in T1 topology. The simulation has two conditions:
1. There is no redundancy for nosey node. 2. There is one redundancy node for each nosey node. Figures 9 and 10 show the success rate of flooding, expanding ring, and HybridFlood with various arrangements. In this figures, flooding has the lowest and HybridFlood (M = 2) has the highest success rate of all. It shows HybridFlood (M = 2) has more than 4.8 times the success rate when compared to flooding, and more than two times when of HybridFlood (M = 2) is three times more than flooding, and 1.3 times more than expanding ring. By adding one redundancy per nosey node, this metric decreased from 4.8 times to three times. The results show that the highest success rate belongs to the HybridFlood (M = 2) and the lowest rate belongs to flooding. Figures 19 and 20 present the results of the number of redundant messages. They show that the number of the redundant messages in HybridFlood (M = 2) is 80 % less than flooding, and 50 % less than expanding ring, whereas this metric in HybridFlood (M = 2) without redundancy node, is less than these. Hence by using the redundancy node per nosey node, the number of redundant messages has increased. Figures 21 and 22 show the latency in flooding and expanding ring with various types of HybridFlood with regard to one redundancy nosey node. We can see that the number of latencies in HybridFlood (M = 2) is 80 % less than flooding, and that 30 % less than expanding ring while this metric in the same condition without considering redundancy node is less than these. Thus, the impact of a redundancy nosey node is to incur more loads and latency in the network. Figures 23 and 24 show the coverage rate of new nodes in HybridFlood (M = 2) is 55 % more than flooding and 22 % more than expanding ring. Figures 25, 26 , 27, 28 compare success rate, redundant messages, latency, and coverage rate of new nodes in flooding, expanding ring, and HybridFlood with zero, one and two redundancy.
According to the above performance metrics, a HybridFlood search technique that uses even one redundancy nosey node is more efficient than flooding. It can reduce many redundant messages and traffic load while receiving sufficient amounts of the results by low latency. Our results proved that the best arrangement for HybridFlood is M = 2. The main reason is that there is maximum coverage growth rate and almost minimum redundant messages in the second hop. This has been proven in the analytical investigation in Eqs. (13, 23, 30) . 
Conclusion
In this paper, we considered the main problem of flooding search. It generates a huge number of redundant messages, which threatens the scalability of the system. We proposed a new searching algorithm called HybridFlood, which combines flooding with super peer techniques. HybridFlood benefits from the merits of both flooding and super peers. It also limits their drawbacks. In the first step, we used flooding to gain more coverage growth rates and fewer redundant messages. In the second step, we used super peers to gain low broadcast and redundant messages, and to achieve high searching speed. We derive analytical results for the 
